Abstract -To understand atomic nature and in relation to each other is the sharpness of developing sustainable science behind technological important materials. Atoms of some elements deal gas behavior and remain flying under the minimum potential energy of their electrons where clamping energy knots deal the maximum contraction.
Introduction
The Periodic Table provides the position of elements in the form of rows and columns by referring the characteristics of their atoms; atomic and mass number, valence number, electronic configuration, atomic radius, electronegativity, shielding effect, etc.
The Periodic Table also provides the information of filled and unfilled states of electrons from where valency of an atom can be depicted. Lattice of carbon atom along with its different states is discussed elsewhere [1] . All those solid atoms which execute transitions of electrons, they elongate under certain transition state when dealing the appropriate level of ground surface [2] . The development mechanism of various tiny particles has been discussed elsewhere [3] where different transition states of gold atoms are to be observed. Gold atoms in monolayer assembly when they deal certain transition state at solution surface at the same instant placing packets of nano shape energy, they result into convert them in triangular-shaped tiny particles [4] ; onedimensional arrays of atoms elongated and converted into structure of smooth elements. Evolution of basis-structure under different uni-format force where confined electron-dynamics configured energy along their trajectories is discussed elsewhere [5] .
The phenomena of heat and photon energy are discussed elsewhere [6] where silicon atom under neutral state of its electron transformed heat energy into photon energy.
These studies indicate that atoms of different elements possess different electronic structures to the existing (available) ones.
Regardless of that, mercury belongs to transition metals in the Periodic Table, it neither reveals the state of solid nor the state of gas, but it behaves like liquid at normal conditions of the environment following by Bromine. Metals like cesium, gallium and rubidium remain in solid state just at room temperature and start melting just above the room temperature as per given information of the Periodic Table. This reveals crucial role of filled and unfilled states of outer ring of atoms of different elements. Again, inert gas atoms don't show any sort of affinity with respect to surrounding ones because of filled states, thus, they don't bind to evolve structure, and so, they split under the application of exceeded propagation of photons characteristic current [2] ; this study reveals that atoms of gas state deal different behavior to solid atoms.
Under suitable concentration of gold precursor, many tiny particles developed in triangular-shaped tiny particles [7] . Morphology-structure of gold particles was controlled under varying pulse ratios and polarity has been discussed elsewhere [8] . Tiny metallic colloids under unfit packing have been discussed elsewhere [9] . Tiny metallic colloids don't develop in triangle shape while processing AgNO3 and binary composition of HAuCl4 and AgNO3 where same setup along with processing conditions were employed as in the case of HAuCl4 only [10] . Particles of unprecedented shapes have been developed under predictor packing validating the role of different forces [11] . The use of tiny-sized particles for nanomedicine can be effective or defective because of the certain behavior of their comprised atoms, thus, demand extra measures [12] . These studies also validate the different structures of atoms belonging to various elements of Periodic Table. Atomic structure and binding of different state carbon atoms is given elsewhere [1] where structure evolution of each state carbon atoms is pinpointed. Due to several states of carbon atom and originating several physical behaviors, it reveals different structure for each state [1] , which is different to the prescribed one in the Periodic Table. As a result, testing and analyzing of deposited thin or thick carbon film is puzzled; how to deal carbon-based film thickness in sub-micron deposited on substrate recording different set of data [13] . Morphology-structure of carbon films switched at varying process conditions as discussed elsewhere [14] . Carbon atoms evolve content-specific growth of films under varying chamber pressure [15] .
The prosperous assembling of colloidal matter into meaningful structure will result into deal atoms and molecules as tomorrow's materials [16] and understanding in the individual dynamics of tiny-sized particles formation is essential before enabling the assembly to useful large-sized particles [17] . Hard coatings are due to oppositely switched force-energy behaviors of gas atoms and solid atoms [18] .
Sir Isaac Newton formulated laws of motion and universal gravitation; the latter involves the mathematical description of gravity. Sir Albert Einstein developed the general theory of relativity along with mass energy relationship and the principle of relativity was further explained by extending to gravitational field where concept of anti-gravity (levity) didn't incite; the general theory of relativity remained only a model to large-scale spectrum structure. Different models, like Rutherford's atomic model and Bohr's atomic model, and theories, like Yukawa theory, are available in the literature defining structure and sub-structure of the atoms. All these cited studies indicate discernible role of atoms of various elements which is appeared to be based on their physical natures. But the atomic structure of different available elements remains in focus with reference to shells and orbital configurations along with the concept of band gap. However, this is not the case in the present study. The dominant behavior of levitation or gravitation of electrons under their gained potential energy as per tickling rate to clamping energy knots in their respective atoms is the main cause of them to be in gas or solid behavior, which was not remained under discussion in the era of science.
Different shaped characteristic energies when photon energy transformed into heat energy or when heat energy transformed into photon energy have been discussed elsewhere [6] . Different shaped characteristic energies are being involved in binding atoms of certain state carbon atoms in evolving their structures as discussed elsewhere [1] . The application of those characteristic energies in evolving structures of diamond and graphite in maximum contents under varying chamber pressure of deposited carbon films have been discussed elsewhere [15] .
To be in neutral state of an electron in its atom, it is required to deal only the forces of exposed faces as that electron kept hiding at least two sides where forces of relevant poles remained disappeared; the forces of exposed poles of electron remain in opposite description to the ones disappeared [6] . However, appearance and disappearance of forces along the transitional poles of electron are in the competing manner where one side keeping it away from its atom and on other side keeping here along with its atom. Certainly, the position of electron dealing neutrality to clamping energy knot in its atom is in the manner which never let it to be gone away from the atom. This was one of the reasons why it has been explained elsewhere [2] that none of the atom is ionized. The position of neutral state electron in atom along with dealing the forces in terms of appearance and disappearance is discussed elsewhere [6] resulting into configure conserved forcing energy along projecting trajectory by transforming the non-conserved heat energy. As the shape of the electron is more like in sphere shape instead plane (square or rectangle, etc.) shape. Therefore, in the event of dealing neutrality in its atom, it is to be dealt the relevant appeared forces tangentially at each point of the exposed surfaces. This results into introduce a force factor together with the placing energy along its projecting path as per gained velocity. So, the placed energy along the inter-state working forces of that neutral state electron is termed as 'forcing energy' because electron-dynamics is not only owing to placing energy but also because of the working forces at each point of exposed surface of that electron and the maximum extent at the points of its turning to shape energy in a wave-like fashion.
Established science of materials and their various physical phenomena solicit a combined fundamental question that how atoms of various elements behave in their function; in some cases, they are in the gas and in other cases, they are in solid.
Here, atomic structure and atomic behavior of various elements in the Periodic Table   is designated. This study is an attempt to explore the cause of different atoms to be in gas or solid following by their transition states. An inter-changeable force-energy paradigm is drawn where solid (or gas) atoms convert into liquid transition states and restoring their original solid (or gas) behaviors. A single electron of solid and gas atoms dealing possible transition states while in its clamping energy knot is discussed where gain or loss of potential energy as per dealing orientational force is pinpointed.
Results and discussion
Lattice of carbon atom is discussed elsewhere [1] where photons wavelength in current while in certain length and number when kept the common centre of their arrested intercrossing formed the hollow regions in required number of filled and unfilled states, which are related to positions of electrons referring to their clamping energy knots. This indicates that centre of atom, belonging to any element, doesn't involve any mass (electron). In the case, no electron is available for hollow region of energy knot, it is referred to unfilled state. Because of that, when dealing the force of surface format, clamping energy knots of electrons of certain behavior atoms are influenced in certain manner resulting into their stretching and such atoms don't ionize, however, atoms of inert gases split under the excess propagation of photons characteristic current [2] .
Depending on the attained dynamics of atoms along with certain transition state, they develop different tiny particles as discussed elsewhere [3] . Again, when atoms assembled in monolayer assembly of certain shape, they deal elongation of atoms of one-dimensional array resulting into develop structure of smooth elements [4] .
Depending on the format of force, atoms of confined electron-dynamics deal different mechanism to evolve their basis-structures [5] . Impinging electrons from the external source utilize the punched forcing energy to underlying atom of certain state where on connection the energy is being transferred to distort that atom as discussed elsewhere [6] . A carbon atom under changing the position of state in outer ring reveals discernible feature of atomic structure [1]; it goes into gas state, or nearly neutral state or solid state depending on the positions of transferred electrons in carbon atom. A carbon film evolved in discernable feature of the structure while changing the chamber pressure where the indicated different role of binding energies for each content-specific growth [15] . Oppositely worked force-energy behaviors of gas and solid atoms located their common new ground points in the level of the ground surface instead of originally kept ground points, which resulted into deposit hard coating at suitable substrate [18] . In an atom, outer ring involves both filled and unfilled states, but, in the case of inert gas atoms, mainly filled states of the outer ring as well. In the first ring (for carbon outer ring also), the maximum eight states of electrons clamping energy knots are available. A suitable atom of neutral state electron configured heat energy into photon energy where retained the same wavelength as in the case of transforming heat energy into photon energy, which works for the photonic current [6] . That neutral state comes prior to re-crystallization state as shown in Figure 2 . A recovery state is related to transition of certain electrons of an atom having either solid behavior or gas behavior which falls between neutral state and relevant original state of that atom. But, a re-crystallization state of atom exists between its neutral state and liquid state in both atoms of gas behavior or solid behavior. Those different transitions states, both in gas and solid atoms, possess order as shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 , a different identity sign is used Figure 3 (a) .
In contraction of gas behavior atom where it retains original ground point at above ground surface, the work done is positive where it goes to retain ground point at ground Figure 3 (b) . However, opposite in description to gas behavior atom.
In expansion of solid behavior atom where it retains original ground point at below ground surface, the work done is negative where it goes to retain ground point at ground level surface while dealing liquid state. Here, electrons of the atom maintained minimum potential energy to sustain the attained liquid state under the maximum extent of contraction of clamped energy knots. That liquid state atom goes back into its original solid state by absorbing the same amount of energy giving to it under restoring the maximum limit of expansion of clamping energy knots to electrons. Here, the work done is positive. This is because that ground point of that atom was at below ground surface when in original solid behavior but absorbing the energy under the conversion of original state. Currently, that atom didn't work by itself. In Figure 4 , single electron of certain gas behavior atom shows different transition states under different actions to its clamped energy knot where different orientation of attempting gravitation behavior while each transition state is observed. In Figure 4 (a1), single electron attempted the levitation behavior to maximum extent, which is in hold to upper sides of clamped energy knot where formed angle of the electron to normal line is ~35°, which is at left-side of north-south poles where it deals its original gas behavior. In Figure 4 (a2), single electron is ready to be attempted under a bit levitational force where it is just dislocating from its clamped energy knot by forming an angle ~20° to normal line, which is at left-side of north-south poles where it deals the recovery state.
In Figure 4 (a3), single electron is neither in hold nor tapping and it is just in pause position having no contact to its clamped energy knot where formed an angle ~5° from the normal line and at left-side of north-south poles where it deals the neutral behavior.
In Figure 4 Figure 5 . In Figure 5 (a1), single electron (a5) (a4) (a3) (a2) (a1) attempted gravitation behavior under maximum expansion of its clamping energy knot while forming an angle ~35° from normal line and at left-side of north-south poles, thus, remained hold to lower sides of its clamped energy knot. In Figure 5 (a2), single electron is just ready to dislocate from its clamped energy knots under a bit gravitational force by forming by forming an angle ~20° from the normal line and at left-side of north-south poles where it deals the recovery state. In Figure 5 (a3) , single electron is in pause position having no contact to its clamped energy knot where no hold no tapping to its clamping energy knot, thus, forming an angle ~5° from the normal line and at left-side of north-south poles, which is related to neutral state when its atom is related to gas behavior. In Figure 5 (a4), single electron is tapping to lower side of its clamped energy knot while exerting the gravitational force downwardly at moderate level, thus, formed an angle ~35° from the normal line and at right-side of north-south poles where it deals the re-crystallization state. In Figure 5 (a5), single electron is tapping to lower side of its clamped energy knot while exerting gravitational force downwardly at extended level where it formed angle ~50° from the normal line and at right-side of north-south poles.
Thus, it deals the liquid transition state. atoms of any nature, they deal solid behavior. However, when the lengths of electrons remain more than 50 % on upward sides of their clamping energy knots in atoms of any nature, they deal gas behavior.
In the electrons of original gas behavior atom, their more lengths, from the centers of their clamped energy knots, remain on upward sides pointing more toward the north pole. This results into hold electrons by the upper sides of clamped energy knots, when they don't hold by them, they tap to lower sides of their clamped energy knots by exerting the force. A single electron in certain gas behavior atom remains hold under the exerted force downward to upper sides of clamped energy knot, which is shown in Figure 6 (a); electron rarely tapped to lower sides of its clamped energy knot. In the electrons of original solid behavior atom, their more lengths, from the centers of their clamped energy knots, remain on downward sides pointing more toward the south pole.
A single electron in certain solid behavior atom remains hold under the exerted force downward to lower sides of clamped energy knot, which is shown in Figure 6 
Conclusions
Prescribed number of electrons in atoms of various elements belonging to Periodic Table is workable In the case of conversion of suitable atom of gas into its liquid state, the work done is positive while in the case of liquid into original gas state, the work done is negative.
However, the work done approaches to zero if that atom converts into liquid state under the gain of energy by the involvement of force in a tensing mode where ground point is being reached near to ground surface, from the upward side. In the case of conversion of suitable atom of solid into its liquid state, the work done is negative while in the case of liquid into original solid state, the work done is positive. However, the work done approaches to zero if that atom converts into liquid state under the loss of energy by the involvement of force in a relaxing mode where ground point is being reached near to ground surface, from the downward side. Thus, conversion of atomic state from solid to liquid (and liquid to solid) and gas to liquid (and liquid to gas) is under the interchangeable force-energy behaviors. This is an inter-changeable force-energy paradigm where electrons designate their atoms to be in liquid state from original gas (or solid) behavior and to be in gas (or solid) behavior from liquid state. In line with this, the basics of Periodic Table are to be reviewed as it is the foremost and easy way of assembling elements because of their characteristics. There is an actual need to revisit complete basics of electricity and magnetism, heat and thermodynamics, fluids and combustion, theoretical and quantum physics, optics and
